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MORNING ASSEM BLY REPO RT

: Ms. Surabhi Khera

i 19.04.L7

: As per the given schedule students were allottedPLAN OF ACTION
duties in advance.

Duty chart is given below:

Day/Date Theme/Event Student on duty Signature

79.04.77
Wednesday

News

Thought

Explanation

Poem

G.K Facts

Vocabulary Words

Kartik Gupta

Kanishka Aggarwal

Kanav Arora

Nehal Goel

Samarth Yadav

Anvi Khare
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1.

2.

News/speech/poem etc are attached along with the report.

Compiled report along with the feedback is enclosed.
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FORMAT FOR MORAL EDUCATIONAL SPEECH BY STUDENT

TOPIC: Speech/Story / One Act Play / Rhyme / Pqctr. Short Skit/ Play

Hard work

If you work hard, you can carry the earth in your hand,

But, not with a magical wand.

Hard work gives you pain,

But you will gain.

Don't look back and ask why;

If you don't ask/ you can fly in the sky.

If you think you can/

Then think out your plan.

Do your best,

Leave the rest.

G.K Facts/Special Dav

1.

2.

3.

4.

Australia is the only continent in the world that has no volcanoes,

Rabbits and parrots can see what is behind them without turning their heads.

Apples float on water because they are made of 25o/o air.

The human eye has the ability to identify and differentiate over 10 million

colours.

5. Earth is the only planet that is not named after a mythological god.
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